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In a previous pa iter I reiwrted the origin of blood and tinged, two sex-

linked eye mutants in Drosophila. Both mutants gave complete linkage

with white, eosin and cherry and consequently formed with the red of the

wild type a sextuple system of multiple allelomorphs. Safir and Lance-

field later reported buff and coral, two other members of this system, as

shown by their linkage to white. T. H. Morgan has kindly supplied me
with stocks of buft' and coral and this paper records the combinations made

with these two stocks to my stocks of blood and tinged. The results of

these crosses bear out the expectation that, since blood and tinged are

allelomorphic to white and buff and coral are allelomorphic to white, the

mutants buft". coral, tinged and blood should show allelomorphism to each

other.

The evidence from such a system is significant as it bears on the nature

of the change that takes place in the chromosomes of mutant stocks. If the

different mutants are a result of losses of materials that lie at different

levels on the sex-chromosome, then the wild type eye should result in the

daughters on crossing any two of these mutants, since the daughter receives

two sex-chromosomes and each would restore the missing allelomorph of the

other. As a matter of fact the daughters from all combinations are com-
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pounds, with eyes intermediate in color between the parent types. If the

genes for these different eye cokirs are allocated at different levels on the

sex chromosome there should appear among the grandsons eyes of the wild

type as a result of the phenomenon of crossing over. The evidence presented

from these combinations is c<msistant with that obtained from other tests

in shoeing that this does not occur.

The nomenclature employed is that used in other publications for the

members of this system.—white w, tinged wt. buff wbu, eosin w^. cherry w*^,

coral w'^o, blood wb, red W.

The female is expressed Ity the formula XX. the male XO, consequently

the formula for a tinged eyed female is wtwtXX. a tinged eye male wtXO.
The following tables give the results of the combinations made between

the different members of this allelomorphic series. The genetic composition

of the parents (P). the children (F, ). and grandchildren (Fo) are expressed

in terms of the nomenclature stated above. The numbers indicate the num-

ber of flies realized from the different combinations.

1. lAnkayc of Buff and Tinged

(a) Buff ? by Tinged cf.

P. wbiiwI'uXX
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The buff females and the tinged-biiff compounds are practically insepar-

able. The two classes of males can be separated into buff and tinged males
but are here classified together. The wild red eyed form did not appear in

the Fi or F. generation. The F. males and females show a slight variation

in color although we were unable to separate the two on a color basis.

(b) Buffed by Tinged 9

P. wbuXO .
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(b) Buff (f by Blood 9 .

P. w^uXO . w^wbXX

F* \vbuw'>XX w^XO
117 104

F, Males typical of blood eyes—light when young—tiu-n very dark with

age. Females lighter than blood and do not turn so dark with age.

F.
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(b) Coral cf by Tinged 9

.

P. wcoxO wHv^XX

Fx
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(b) Coral cfby Blood 9.

P. wcoXO \vi)\vbXX

Fi
wbw'="XX
IS

wbXO
17

Flies

Females and males same color; dark as males. A
mere hint that females are lighter.

F.
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(b) Coral cf by Buff 9

P. w'^^XO wbuwbuXX

F,
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(h) Tinged d" l)y Bluod 9 .

1'. wtXO W'bwbXX

F,
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7. Linkage of Coral to Eosin.
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Fi

(b) Eosin o^ by Coral 9

P. w^XO w'=V="XO

125

wC"XO
115

Fi Flies


